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Awakening Holistically
Restoring Sacred Living
 Being the ReGeneration


















 Awakening Holistically, Restoring Sacred Living, and Being the ReGeneration.



 It is no longer enough to awaken, we must awaken holistically.
We need to expand beyond the self, and the transcendent experience, and live fully connected to all life.
We can do this by turning to the timeless foundations of all indigenous and traditional cultures across the world. The foundations of an awakened society, and an awakened world.
Isira calls these foundations The Four Sacred Pillars of Life and they serve as a map
guiding us in how to awaken holistically, restore sacred living, and be the ReGeneration.



























Ngaligumerra - We Are One >					

 Documentary Film exploring the Four Sacred Pillars of Australian Indigenous Wisdom
















Sacred Living - Restoring The Foundations >					

 Discover how to Restore Sacred Living in your life through Holistic Awakening
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Awakening YOU
This profoundly transformative book provides you with the inspiration to integrate your awakening experience.
 
 Isira shares that awakening does not need to be complicated; it is not restricted to a certain religion or way of life; and it is not a far off future destination. It is simple, available to all, and it can be experienced right Now. 
 This book points to a profound truth that is incredibly pertinent to our times: Your awakening is the catalyst for our collective awakening as a human family. When you awaken you, the whole world transforms with you. 

 “I’m really loving your book Awakening You. It’s a masterpiece, someone can wake up with this book! It's a progressive and unfolding masterclass for awakening." Bill Free - Pure Presence Productions 
 
  "Thank you Isira for your writing. I have found your books inspirational. Since reading them my path forward has become clearer, and my life has become meaningful. I now put more energy into helping others "lift the veil" on their lives." Namaste. Tim - Australia  













 Receive the Gift of Isira’s Awakening Meditation
and Integrated Awakening Teachings




   Click here  











 Isira's Inspiration on Instagram…







  Holistic awakening asks us to think and act more h   


  Consciousness is the master, the mind is the serva  


  In a world so fractured, divisive, and conflicted    


  The gift of life is most deeply known when we embr   


  Load More…        Follow on Instagram  













 What people say










 Isira is a rare spiritual master and teacher for our times. She embodies both wisdom and love, and teaches at a very deep level. She teaches about not merely awakening in a transcendent way on our individual "meditation cushions" so to speak, but awakening in an embodied and integrated way in the context of the greater universal ecosystem of which we are an intrinsic part--nature, our kin, our world and our cosmos. Her message is the hope for our future. For as the Dalai Lama said, we must "do more than pray."
 Julia P.USA 

 






 Isira speaks with such clarity and love. I really hear and connect deeply with what she is sharing about Integrating our Awakening and The Four Pillars. I know that feeling my interconnectedness and interdependence with all of life, and joining with others, is creating the regeneration that we need in our world today.

 With deep gratitude and love to Isira for ALL she shares as a beaming guiding light in each and every moment.
Melissa F.Australia

 






 I have been a yoga teacher and spiritual practitioner for over 10 years. I was drawn to Isira's teachings seemingly as a coincidence and out of chance. I have completed the Mastering Meditation course, meditating twice daily and have had the deepest meditative experiences of my life. They have been quite unlike anything I could have imagined possible. I know her teaching and voice to be one of deep truth. I know that for the first time in my life I am on a truly meaningful and transformative meditative path which I know she will be a significant part. I feel like I am at the tip of the iceberg.
Andrew B.Yoga Teacher, USA

 






 My deepest gratitude for such an empowering and profound experience. My soul feels so touched by the teachings it has been opened to this week - forever moved by the Presence of Love.
Kim R. Film Maker, Sydney, AUS






 Daily life will be filled with calm, peace and purity. Everyone could benefit from the Isira experience!
Mandi M.Sydney, AUS






 I see now a way beyond limitations to embrace all that I am. Pains, fears, and contractions are all perfect ways of being and necessary for becoming. Thank you Isira fore being a torch of light, love and insight.
Danny F.Wellness Centre Owner, Wagga, AUS
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 Receive the Gift of Isira’s Awakening Meditation and Holistic Awakening Teachings 
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 Explore Isira's Books and Programs



 Discover How To LIVE Spiritual And Integrate Your Awakening











   






   






   






   

















 For further information about programs, retreats or products please contact us:
  International +61 404 162 285     Email Send an enquiry


 © 2021 Isira – Reawaken & Regenerate                PRIVACY, TERMS & CONDITIONS







   Facebook      Instagram      Youtube   








   Donate ~ Support  











 Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit. Ut elit tellus, luctus nec ullamcorper mattis, pulvinar dapibus leo.














 Receive the Gift of Isira's Awakening Meditation and Integrated Awakening Teachings



 Receive Isira’s inspirations, articles and videos direct to your inbox. Enjoy the experience and empowerment of Isira’s LIVE Spiritual Teachings.











 






 You will also receive a special gift of Isira’s Awakening Meditation – a profound, guided meditation tool for awakening Enlightened Awareness.
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